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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, FRANCIS C. FROST, of 

Anoka, in the county of Anoka and State of 
Minnesota, have invented a new and Improved 
Feed for Circular-Saw Mills, of which the foll 
lowing is a specification: 
The object of my invention is to furnish an 

improved device for changing the speed of the 
feed for circular-saw mills, even during full 
run, when desired, and to obviate the neces 
sity of stopping and shifting belts on different 
pulleys, as heretofore done for that purpose. 
The invention consists in the combination, 

with the friction-wheel and feed-shaft, of fric 
tion-rollers of different sizes mounted in a 
sliding frame, which is operated by a hand 
lever, to present one or the other of the said 
rollers for contact with the said friction-wheel, 
the latter being thrown in and out of gear with 
the said friction-rollers, to start and stop the 
feed-carriage or feed-rollers, by a hand-lever. 
The invention will first be described in con 

nection with the drawing, and then pointed 
out in claims. 
In the accompanying drawing, Figure 1rep 

resents a longitudinal vertical section, taken 
on the line a a of Fig. 2, of a saw-frame pro 
Vided With my speed-changing device for the 
feed-carriage. Fig. 2 is a plan view of the 
same. Fig. 3 is a vertical cross-section taken 
on the line ygy of Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is an explana 
tory detail. 

Similar letters of reference indicate corre 
sponding parts. 
A is the frame. A? is the saw-mandrel, working in bearings a, and provided with pull 

leys b, to run the saw from the main shaft or 
from the engine or other motor with the de 
sired velocity. B is a frame fitted to slide (by 
the rods b', working in the lugs at of the frame 
A) up and down in the frame A, and pro 
vided with the racks b', into which gear the 
pinions or cog-segments C, secured on the 
shaft c, the latter working in bearings a on 
the frame A. 
On the shaft c is fastened the lever D, hav 

ing a spring-pawl, d, catching into notches e 
in the segment E, for holding the frame B, 
when raised or lowered by the lever ID and 
pinions C, in either position. 

F is the larger friction-roller for fast speed, 
and E the smaller friction-roller for slower 
speed, both of which are secured on shafts 
if f', working in bearings on the sliding frame 
B, the shafts ff' being connected to revolve 
simultaneously by the pulleys G. G' and the 
belt H. 
On one of the said shafts f is a pulley, I, 

which receives motion to operate the friction 
rollers FF by the belt J from the pulley K, 
the latter being secured on the mandrel A or 
other shaft revolved from the primary motor. 
L is the feed-shaft, or the shaft which com 

municates motiontothecarriage orfeed-rollers, 
by which the lumberis moved or fed up to the 
circular saw. 
The feed-shaft L is mounted in bearings, of 

which one, M, is not stationary, but attached 
to the frame A by links m, pivoted with one 
end to the bearing and with the other to the 
frame, in such a manner that a reciprocating 
motion of the bearing, and thus of the feed 
shaft, may be obtained by connecting the bear 
ing M, by a rod, N, and pivots in n, to a lever, 
O, fulcrumed at o' to the frame A, and oper 
ated at the handle end o'. 
The bearing M may be fitted to slide in 

guides in the frame A, instead of being con- - 
nected by the links m. 
P is the friction-wheel, secured on the shaft 

I, to communicate motion from the friction 
rollers FF to the feed-carriage or feed-rollers 
for the timber. The drawing shows the larger 
friction-roller F in contact with the wheel P, 
to impart fast speed to the feed. 
By moving the lever D in the direction of 

the arrow 3 until the pawld lodges in the last 
notch e in the segment E, the frame Bis raised 
in the direction of arrow 1, Fig. 4, for apply 
ing the small friction-roller F for slow speed. 
To throw the friction-wheel Pin gear or con 

tact with either of the rollers FF for starting 
the feed, it is only necessary to move the le. 
ver O, by the handle o, in the direction of 
arrow 4, when the wheel P will move in the 
direction of arrow 2, as desired. 
The speed of the carriage may further be 

varied by exchanging friction-rollers FF of 
different sizes on the shafts ff. 
Having thus described my invention, I 
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claim as new and desire to secure by Letters nected to revolve simultaneously, the frame B, 
Patent- - lugs a and rodsb', racksb" and pinions C, shaft 

1. The wheel P and shaft L, in combination c, lever D, pawl d, and notched segment E, 
with the bearing M, links m, rod N, lever O, substantially as and for the purpose specified. 
and with the friction-rollers FF and sliding FRANCIS C. FROST 
frame B, substantially as and for the purpose Witnesses: 
specified. GEO. W. MoRRILL, 

2. The combination of the rollers FF, con- CHAS. P. CUTTER. 

  


